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networking [3] is the most popular type of multi-hop

ABSTRACT

wireless network because of its simplicity: a homogeneous
system of mobile hosts connected by wireless links. In ad

A crucial aspect of effective networking on the battlefield
is choosing the correct networking architecture. Multi-hop
wireless networks provide the best

model

for

tactical

networking because of their ability to self-organize and
rapidly adapt to change. We focus on a multi-hop wireless
network model that is

highly dynamic

and that consists of

mobile base stations and mobile hosts. In this model, there
are

two

key

requirements

for

enabling

an

effective

networking infrastructure for the battlefield: the support of
highly mobile nodes and the scalability to a large number
of nodes. In this paper, we present some of the systemlevel challenges encountered in highly dynamic multi-hop
wireless networks. In particular, we address the topology
model, the location model, and the routing model in light
of the aforementioned challenges.

battlefield

communications.

architecture

model

The

choice

strongly

of

impacts

the
the

mobile military networks of the future. Broadly speaking,
are

two

major

respect

to

energy

supply,

models

for

wireless

networking:

single-hop and multi-hop. The single-hop model [1], based
on the cellular network model, provides one-hop wireless
connectivity between mobile hosts and static nodes known

entire network (such as buffering messages and routing).
Although the ad hoc model has been suggested for future
mobile military networks [4], we believe it is more suitable
for military networks where the cost of communication
equipment is small compared to the value of the platform.
For instance, the ad hoc model seems appropriate for a
Navy network in which every node is a ship. In contrast, it
seems inadequate for battalion forces in which some of the
nodes are foot soldiers (think of the burden in putting a
router on the back of each soldier!). We distinguish yet
another type of multi-hop wireless network in which some

multi-hop

wireless

network

(HDNet).

high-speed

operations.

wired

greatly

However,

links.

Supporting

simplifies
future

network

mobile

a

shown in Figure 1.
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fixed

management

military

networks

cannot rely on static infrastructures for three reasons. First,
fixed nodes are more vulnerable to enemy attacks. Second,
highly

mobile

military

forces

need

networks

that

are

equally mobile. Third, the need for military networks to
continue

in

operation

even

when

some

nodes

are

destroyed and/or some links are jammed. On the other
hand, the multi-hop model [2] requires neither fixed, wired
infrastructure nor predetermined interconnectivity. Ad hoc

This

base stations and mobile hosts. An HDNet example is

as base stations. This type of network relies on a fixed

infrastructure

highly

network is characterized by two types of nodes: mobile

backbone infrastructure that interconnects all base stations
by

processing

be prepared to provide general support services to the

dynamic

effectiveness of the tactical applications proposed for the
there

with

power, memory capacity, etc. As a result, each node must

to move around arbitrarily. We call this network a

Wireless networking technology will play a key role in
network

capabilities

nodes are more powerful than others, yet they are all free

INTRODUCTION
future

hoc networks, all nodes are presumed to have similar

Figure 1- A Typical HDNet System

In HDNets, mobile base stations (or switches) have more

In this paper, we focus on three challenging areas in the

resources than mobile hosts (or end-users) in terms of

design

processing power, memory capacity, energy supply, etc. A

management,

mobile base station provides connectivity to mobile hosts

system-level analysis of each area from the perspective of a

in close proximity through last-hop bi-directional wireless

large, highly mobile HDNet system. Table 1 shows some

links.

of the technical challenges in the listed areas. Subsequent

In

addition,

interconnect

neighboring

with

each

other

mobile
through

base

stations

backbone

bi-

directional wireless links to conform a mobile wireless
backbone.

This

organization

imposes

a

physical

hierarchical structure on the network closely matching that
of the military. Future mobile military networks are likely

of

HDNets:
and

topology

routing

management,

management.

We

location
provide

sections discuss in more detail these three areas.

Challenge area

Technical Challenges

Topology

- Providing self-configuring

management

mechanisms for highly dynamic

to follow a more heterogeneous trend in which the vast

mobile wireless backbone control

majority of the nodes are relatively simpler (like mobile

- Developing a network control

hosts) while fewer nodes are more complex (like mobile

organization that efficiently

base stations). Because of this, we believe that the HDNet

accommodates a large hierarchical

approach offers a more practical and cost-effective solution

network including highly mobile

to

the

battlefield

communication

problem

than

the

aforementioned ad hoc model.

nodes
Location

- Locating and tracking highly

management

mobile nodes in a large network

There are two important requirements to effectively enable

Routing

- Managing routes to/from/through

networking on the battlefield:

management

highly mobile nodes in a large

·

a

Support of highly mobile nodes (i.e., nodes that move

network

so fast that the wireless links established from them to
peers  end-user-to-switch and/or switch-to-switch  have
extremely low duration thus giving the network little time
to react to these rapid state changes).

·

Ability to scale to a large number of nodes (i.e.,

hundreds to thousands of nodes) ranging from stationary to

Topology management

highly mobile nodes.

short-lived connections over highly variable wireless links
that are easily prone to failure. This problem affects the
design of a self-organizing architecture that faces fast and
frequent changes not only at the backbone level but also at
the end-user level. On the other hand, dealing with a large
number of nodes implies the maintenance of a consistent
view

of

the

network.

But

maintaining

global

consistency in a large network, while keeping track of
highly mobile nodes, is not an easy task since the network
has little time to react to the rapid and frequent state
changes. Consequently, in a large, highly mobile HDNet
system, the topology must be operated in a continuous
reconfiguration mode to keep pace with the rapid and
continuous state changes in the network.
Previous

research

on

HDNet

architectures

has

been

RDRN-I project [6]. Both of the projects have provided a
approach

to

self-configuring

HDNet

architectures in different ways. MMWN addresses the
problem of quality of service provision in large HDNet
system. On the other hand, RDRN-I focuses on techniques
for rapid deployment of a medium-size wireless-ATM
network. Our knowledge indicates, however, that no work
addressing the design of a HDNet-like architecture to
simultaneously support

scalability

has ever been published.

and

nodes into a connected network. In a tactical environment,
it is important that the network be

rapidly deployable

to

ensure connectivity among nodes in the shortest amount of
time. It is also important that the network be
reconfigurable

rapidly

to provide timely reactions to changes in

the topology caused by node destruction and/or jamming of
links. In a large, highly mobile HDNet system the problem
of topology management is aggravated by the fact that a
highly mobile node can be intermittently connected to the
network for a very short amount of time establishing
extremely

short-lived

wireless

links.

Further,

as

the

network is allowed to scale, the presence of highly mobile
nodes is threatening to a network organization that strives
to maintain the connectivity among the majority of its
nodes. Moreover, since an HDNet system is inherently
hierarchical (i.e., two-tier architecture), there is a need for

reported in the context of the MMWN project [5] and the
system-level

refers to the control mechanisms

required to autonomously organize a variable number of

Dealing with highly mobile nodes implies coping with

global

TOPOLOGY MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

highly mobile nodes

some degree of coordination for topology management
operations between the lower-tier (i.e., end-user level) and
the higher-tier (i.e., backbone level). But considering the
fact that the impact of high mobility at the lower-tier
differs from that occurring at the higher-tier, coordination
among tiers can be a complex task.
When all these issues are assimilated, one question arises:
What does it mean for a node to be highly mobile?

We

believe

For

that

high

mobility

is

a

relative

concept.

example, while one node may be highly mobile with
respect to another node, it may appear quasi-static to a
third node. We thus consider it necessary to introduce the

notion of

relative mobility to characterize the degree of
1
mobility a node exhibits with respect to its peers for a

clusterhead is not only a repository for the knowledge of

each cluster to perform the function of a

clusterhead.

The

given period of time. This property states that, at a certain

the cluster but also a coordinator of the cluster operations.

point in time, a node with high relative mobility is more

But in a highly dynamic environment, the use of a cluster-

prone to erratic (uncertain/unstable) behavior than a node

based strategy for topology management introduces new

with less relative mobility. The relative mobility of a node

challenges.

can be interpreted as a first approximation of future node
behavior.

by

One of the challenges in topology management for highly

exchanging its mobility profile (i.e., position, velocity,

A

node

dynamic settings is the election of clusterheads. Since

direction, acceleration, etc.) with potential and current peer
2
nodes . But as a node moves, its relative mobility with peer

clusterheads can easily become a single point of failure

nodes, which may also move changes. Therefore, the

only consider those nodes with a higher degree of stability

relative

re-

(i.e., low relative mobility). It is useless to elect a highly

evaluated to allow for adaptation to future states of the

mobile node as a clusterhead because it can jeopardize the

network. A network design that takes into account the

integrity of the cluster at any time. On the other hand, a

relative mobility of its nodes is better positioned to yield

node should continue to function as a clusterhead for as

higher

long as its degree of stability is maintained within a safe

mobility

computes

of

a

efficiency

node

its

relative

must

be

mobility

periodically

(responsiveness)

and

stability

within a cluster, the distributed election process should

boundary. If the node running the clusterhead service is on

(adaptability) to highly dynamic topological changes.

the verge of experiencing some degree of unstability (e.g.,
The relative mobility of a node can be used to characterize

sharp increase in relative mobility), then it should step

the

down and make arrangements for

of the node in question with respect to its

capabilities

service migration

so a

peer nodes over the resulting peer links. For example, a

more stable node within the cluster can take over as the

highly mobile end-user may be limited to use datagram

clusterhead. Note that this concept of service migration can

traffic,

either

be extended to any network services (e.g., address servers,

highly

routing caches, etc.) running on nodes that could possibly

while

datagram

or

a

less

virtual

mobile
circuit

end-user

traffic.

can

use

Similarly,

a

mobile switch may not offer critical backbone services

become hotspots in a highly dynamic environment.

(e.g., address database, intra-backbone traffic switching,
etc.) and be limited to offer basic backbone access, with

Another topology management challenge is that of cluster

restricted datagram traffic, for mobile end-users.

creation and maintenance. Clusters are continuously rebuilt
as switch nodes join or leave. But due to the high dynamics

At

the

system

level,

topology

management

involves

of

the

environment,

too

Especially, if the integrity of the cluster is compromised by
the presence of highly mobile nodes that join/leave the

is a burdensome task. Flat mechanisms are not scalable. If

cluster very quickly. The topology should be constructed

a flat scheme were used for topology representation, each

by placing more stable nodes at the top and less stable

node would have to maintain the entire topology of the

nodes

network by including information for every link on the

minimizes

network and reachability information for every node in the

localizing the effects to the lowest levels of the hierarchy

network. Although feasible for small networks, this would

and

create enormous overhead for larger networks. To address

Relative

this problem, some form of hierarchical control is required.

hierarchy as well as determine the depth (i.e., number of

The goal of a hierarchical control strategy is to achieve

levels) needed to operate the hierarchy more efficiently.

topology aggregation by reducing nodal as well as link

And since any node in the hierarchy may change its

information so that the scaling in a larger network is more

mobility profile at any time, the relative mobility always

manageable. In a hierarchical network, the entire network

provides an indication of future nodes stability, causing

is organized into groups of nodes known as

changes

clusters

[7][8].

bottom

reducing

impact
the

mobility

on

the

of
of

amount
can

be

nodes

the

be

in

node. But topology management in large dynamic networks

the

can

effort

to decide the capabilities and interconnectivity of each

the

consistency

much

maintaining

at

cluster

spending

network monitoring and control in a de-centralized fashion

hierarchy.

This

reconfiguration
of

update

used

to

scheme

actions

traffic

rank

capabilities,

wasteful.

required.

nodes

and

by

in

the

triggering

so a cluster at a

reconfigurations in the hierarchy as needed. There is also

higher level is formed by cluster(s) at lower levels. In

the related issue of nodal degree, which affects intra-cluster

HDNets, the lowest cluster is represented as a single switch

and inter-cluster connectivity. Networks with a high degree

with zero or more associated end-users. Clusters act as

of

information aggregator units by designating a node within

complexity. Therefore, relative mobility can also be used

A hierarchy is formed by virtue of

nesting

connectivity

suffer

from

increased

overhead

and

to control nodal degree such that more stable nodes have a
1

Two peer nodes are neighboring nodes that communicate directly over a

bi-directional point-to-point wireless link.

2

In HDNet systems, we assume the existence of a separate broadcast-

based

channel

for

the

exchange

of

control

information.

Therefore,

transmissions from a given node reach only all neighboring nodes within
line-of-sight.

richer connectivity than less stable nodes.

LOCATION MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
Location

management

refers to the set of mechanisms

required for tracking the location of mobile nodes within a

network. This involves the creation of dynamic location
static

Another issue is the effect of highly mobile switches on

identities and dynamic addresses (i.e., location) in the

their associated end-users. In such situations, the likelihood

network. When a node moves, its location has to be

of hierarchical address changes at the end-user level is

updated at the appropriate directory server. A source node

higher. As indicated earlier, highly mobile switches should

that wants to communicate with a target node first needs to

be restricted to provide backbone access to neighboring

know the targets location. Locations are obtained by

end-users that cannot obtain backbone connectivity through

querying a location directory service. In a cluster-based

more stable switches. Strategies for obtaining short-lived

system, location directories are normally provided by the

hierarchical

clusterheads. Because of the hierarchical clustering model,

affected by this scenario.

location directories are configured as nested databases

ROUTING MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

directories

that

contain

mappings

between

node

establishing parent-children relationships between nested
clusters. Hierarchical addresses are then generated and
maintained for all nodes in the network. Since end-users
are associated to a switch (i.e., level-zero cluster), an
address query always starts at the bottom of the hierarchy.
If target is not there, then the query is propagated up the
hierarchy to the next parent location directory that contains
the target. When found, the query is propagated down the
hierarchy until it finds the zero-level cluster, or switch,
containing the target end-user. Once the hierarchical target
location is known, a source node is able to deliver data by
some means of hierarchical routing to the destination node.
In a large, highly mobile HDNet system the problem of
location management revolves around providing a resilient
multi-level

directory

hierarchical

network.

structure
Since

the

backbone

and

end-users)

is

backbone

can

cause

only

not

that

operates

entire

mobile,

in

network

changes

disruption

of

a

(i.e.,

on

the

location

directory service but also location updates for, even static,
end-users. One such scheme designed for tracking highly
mobile

end-users

in

an

HDNet-like

system

has

been

reported in the literature [9]. However, we still note several
challenges that need to be resolved.

scheme with the ability of revealing the identity of highly
mobile end-users. Because of global roaming, the dynamic
binding between a users address and its identity changes
frequently. For example, highly mobile end-users tend to
change their point-of-attachment much more quickly than
more stable end-users. Therefore, it is important for an
to

generate

address

updates

in

a

controlled

manner. This can be accomplished by triggering updates
only when an end-user leaves a pre-defined cluster region.
The region, which is known as the roaming cluster [9], is
represented by the lowest-level cluster that contains a node
for the purpose of triggering updates. For highly dynamic
environments,

however,

roaming

levels

must

be

dynamically configured by each end-user. On the other
hand, it is also important for a source node to know the
relative

stability

of

a

target

node

management

are

thus

needed

for

end-points

refers to the set of mechanisms

required to route a packet from a source to a destination
mobile node through the mobile wireless backbone. In a
hierarchical cluster-based system, routing can take place
within the cluster itself (i.e., intra-cluster routing) or across
different clusters (i.e., inter-cluster routing). The main
advantage

of

this

model

is

scalability

by

means

of

hierarchical routing [10]. In such a scheme, nodes can use
compact (not full) route specifications to forward packets
to distant regions, which incur in less traffic overhead.
When a node decides to communicate with a target, it first
obtains the targets hierarchical address from the location
server. The hierarchical address, which may only provide
aggregated information about the direction to the remote
destination, is then used in establishing an intra/intercluster

route.

destination,

As

the

the

route

packet
is

gets

refined

closer
with

towards

more

the

detailed

information until it finally reaches the target node.
In an HDNet system, a route includes a source node (i.e.,
end-user or switch), a destination node (i.e., end-user or
switch) and possibly one or more intermediate nodes (i.e.,
switches). Movement of any of these nodes affects the

One such issue is the design of a hierarchical addressing

end-user

Routing

addresses

upon

querying

its

location. The reason for this is that the capability of the
target provides hints as to what types of traffic can be used
from a source. The relative mobility of a node can be used
during the address update process to dynamically configure
the most adequate roaming level for the node in question.

validity

of

the

route.

We

note

several

challenges

in

providing a resilient routing strategy for large, highly
mobile HDNets.
One of the challenges is that of route discovery. As
mentioned earlier, routes can be made inconsistent by
movements of end-users and/or switches. Adapting multihop routes to high rates of mobility can be very difficult. A
way to minimize the effects of highly mobility in this
situation is by differentiating the role that highly mobile
nodes should play during routing. For example, highly
mobile

end-users

should

be

limited

to

use

datagram

service. Highly mobile switches, on the other hand, should
be pushed towards the periphery (i.e., lowest-level of the
hierarchy) of the mobile wireless backbone to provide
entry access (i.e., inbound or outbound access) to the endusers offering only datagram services. We identify the need
for three types of routing services in HDNets systems:
virtual circuits, datagrams, and selective flooding. Virtual
circuits

can

be

established

between

nodes

that

are

connected by paths that are relatively stable (i.e., do not
include any highly mobile nodes). Datagram service can be
offered for nodes in which at least one of the members of

the route (i.e., source, intermediate, and destination) is

wireless model. We hope that as research continues to

highly mobile. But because of mobility, there may be

explore options for highly dynamic multi-hop wireless

consistency problems in routing datagrams across highly

architectures, including mobile base stations and mobile

mobile outbound switches and/or to highly mobile end-user

hosts, the boundaries that prohibit global freedom for

destinations. For this case, a selective-flood mechanism

wireless communications will continue to disappear. This

that includes the potential outbound clusters may help to

simple fact will be key in enabling effective networking

alleviate this problem. Although routing techniques for

technology on the battlefield.

choosing
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